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The appellant companies issued two insurance policies to the respondents

husband on property owned by him consisting of flour mill and

equipment During their currency the property was conveyed to the

respondent and it is admitted that she is bona fide purchaser for

value The policies were then taken to the local agent of the

appellant companies by the husband with the request that as the

property had been transferred the insurance be placed in the name

of his wife An endorsement was then affixed to the policies by the

two companies in nearly the same terms reading this policy

is held to cover in her name only All other terms and

conditions remaining unchanged material misrepresentation was

made by the husband in his application for insurance when he stated

that he never had fire previously The trial judge found that the

statement was knowingly false and such finding was not disturbed by

the appellate court The property insured was totally destroyed by

fire and the respondent brought two actions against the appellant

companies for the amount of the policies The trial judge held that

the misrepresentation by the husband could be set up as defence

against the respondents claim and no waiver of statutory condition

No of The Alberta Insurance Act could be inferred from the

language of the assent by the companies and the actions were dis

missed The Appellate Division reversing that judgment found that

the effect of the request made by the husband on behalf of his wife

and the endorsements on the policies by the companies was to create

new contracts of insurance running direct to the wife as then owner

of the property and that the misrepresentation had no application

to them the respondents actions were maintained

pEsENTRinfret C.J and Kerwin Hudson Rand and Estey JJ
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Held affirming the judgment appealed from W.W.R 705 The 1946

Chief Justice and Hudson dissenting that upon the facts and
SPRasOFIELD

circumstances of the case non-disclosure or denial of previous fires
FIRE AND

by the husband in his application for fire insurance cannot be set MARINE

as defence to the actions on the policies brought by the respondent INSURANCE

against the appellant companies

Per The Chief Justice and Hudson dissenting The insurance policies
MAXIM

as between the original insured and the appellant companies were EAGLE FIRE

void and unenforcible but the effect of the assignment remains to be Co OF

decided.Though the misrepresentation was made by the husband NEW YORK

and not by his wife the lrnsband was representing her in getting the

approval of the companies to the transfer The respondent must be

held responsible for his acts as her agent the respondent herself in her

evidence proving such agency Concealment or misrepresentation

by the agent is to be imputed to his principal and any policy

effected through him will be void Moreover there was no change

in the moral risk as the husband remained in control of the insured

property after the transfer to his wife Under the circumstances the

respondent acquired no rights under the policies

Per Kerwin and Estey JJ The respondent was not mere assignee who
thus would take nothing from policies avoided for misrepresentation
In view of the manner in which the companies local agent was

apprised of the respondents wish to have the insurance in her name
and of the evidence of representatives of the companies that they
had no objection to the respondent as an insured it follows that new

contracts were entered into between the companies and the respondent

The respondent was purchaser for value and in the ordinary

course of business it should be possible for purchaser of insured

property to enter into new contract of insurance without being

bound by all representations that had been made to the insurer by
his predecessor in titleThe wording all other terms and conditions

remaining unchanged must be taken to refer to such terms as are

applicable to the new contracts and the answers to the questions

as to previous fires by the husband do not constitute an applicable

term

Per Rand Assignment of contract of fire insurance is essentially

different from an ordinary assignment The latter is matter between

assignor and assignee solely but admittedly and here by express
terms in such insurance it is condition that there be assent by
the company The insured cannot by his own act substitute new

party to the contract and thereby change the moral risk and the

interest in the subject matter insured The effect of the companys
assent iS to substitute the assignee as the person insured the trans

action involves also reapplication of terms the entire group of

relations undergoes readjustment and what emerges is completely

new contract In this case therefore new contract based on the

existing policies was entered into with the respondent But its terms

and conditions must be determined and in particular was it made
on the basis of the original application so as to constitute the mis

representation fundamental defect The simple procedure of

assignment furnishes the answer to that question The request for

approval of an assignment is in effect an application for new
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1946 contract of insurance the company may require any information

SPRIN1ELD
before giving consent and could insist upon an application de novo

FIRE AND But if it does not see fit to do so the company must be deemed to

MARINE have been content to deal with the assignee on the footing of his own

INSIJRANCE representations alone and thould not be able to raise against the

Co
assignee any misrepresentation made by the assignor

MAXIM

EAGLE FIRE APPEAL from the judgment of the Appellate Division

NEW YORK
of the Supreme Court of Alberta reversing the judg

ment of the trial judge Ewing and maintaining
AXIM

two actions by the respondent to enforce claim for loss

occasioned by fire in respect of property insured under

policies issued by each of the appellant companies

Steer K.C and Martland K.C for the appellants

McDonald K.C for the respondent

The judgment of the Chief Justice and of Hudson

dissenting was delivered by

HUDSON These actions were brought to enforce

claims under insurance policies which the defendant com

panies had issued to the plaintiffs husband and which

policies were subsequently assigned to the plaintiff to whom

meanwhile the property had been transferred

The facts are fully set forth in the judgment of Mr

Justice Ewing at the trial He found that the

plaintiffs husband in each application to the defendant

companies for the insurance had represented that he never

had fire previous to the date of the applications that

such representation was false to the knowledge of the

applicant that such misrepresentation was of facts

material to be made known to the defendants to enable

them to judge of the risks they were undertaking

On these findings the learned judge held that the policies

were void He referred to section of the Statutory

Conditions in Schedule of the Insurance Act R.S.A 1942

chapter 201 as follows

If any person applying for insurance falsely describes the property

to the prejudice of the insurer or misrepresents or fraudulently omits

to communicate any circumstance which is material to be made known

W.W.R 705 W.W.R 209
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to the insurer in order to nabie it to judge of the risk to be undertaken 1946

the contract shall be void as to the property in respect of which the
SPRGFIELD

misrepresentation or omission is made
FiaE AND
MARINEHe also held that this defence was valid as against the INSURANCE

plaintiff as assignee and dismissed the action

In the Appellate Division this decision was reversed MAXIM

and judgment given for the plaintiff for the amounts EAGLE FIRE

claimed Chief Justice Harvey arrived at his decision on
NEW YORK

two grounds first that it is only misrepresentation or

omission in respect of the insured property that comes
MAXIM

within the terms of the condition and in the present case it Hudson

was other properties of the insured where the previous fires

had occurred secondly that the assignment to the plaintiff

when approved of resulted in new contract between her

and the company to which the condition in question here

did not apply
Mr Justice Ford and Mr Justice Macdonald agreed

with the Chief Justice on the second ground but did not

express any opinion on the first

In respect of the first ground relied on by the Chief

Justice counsel for the appellant contended that the

question simply is whether the occurrence of previous fires

with respect to other properties is material circumstance

to be considered by an insurer to enable him to judge of

the risk he undertakes This view is supported by
decision of the Judicial Committee in Condogianis

Guardian Assurance Company Ltd In regard to what

was misleading answer to similar question Lord Shaw
said at p.131

It is not to be wondered at that this was made the basis of the contract

because insurance companies might hesitate long before entering into

contract with an insurer wiho had been formerly claimant upon companies

and they would have been put upon their inquiry as to what these claims

were and how they had been settled and what were the circumstances of

these former tiansactions The importance of the question might be

increased by the number of times in which such transactions had taken

place

The question goes to the moral risk which after all

is much the most important in case of fire insurance

The danger is not merely that of incendiarism but of care

lessness The careless man in control of property is no

doubt responsible for very large percentage of destructive

fires

W.W.R 705 AC 125
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1946 At the expiration of the term provided for in the origina

SPRINGFmLD insurance policies new policies were issued by each of

Fica AND
MARINE

the companies These were in the nature of renewal policies

INSRANCE
and upon the same terms and conditions as the earlier

policies and on the faith of the original applications For
MAXIM

that reason this condition continied to apply

EALE
FIRE

therefore agree with the learned trial judge that as

NEw YORK between the original insured and the defendant companies

MIM the policies were void and unenforcible

HudsonJ There remains the question of the effect of the assign-

ment to the plaintiff It appears that in July 1943 Efrim

Maxim the husband transferred the title of the flour mill

insured to his wife the plaintiff and certificate of title

was issued in her name Several weeks later he told the

local agent of each of the insurance companies about this

transfer and at his request this agent wrote letter to

each of them as follows

August 12 1943

am informed by the assured that he has transferred the property

in the name oJ his wife Mrs Millie Maxim Please issue the endorsement

and send same over to me for attachment to the above policy

As requested the companies issued and forwarded to their

agent to be delivered to the plaintiff endorsements to be

attached to the policies in the following language

The Springfield endorsement

Notice received and accepted that the title to the within described

property now stands in the name of Mrs Millie Maxim and this policy

is held to cover in her name only All other terms and conditions remaining

unchanged

The Eagle endorsement

Notice is hereby received and accepted that the property insured

under the within policy now stands in the name of Mrs Millie Maxim

and this policy shall in future read and cover in the name of Mrs Millie

Maxim with los if any payable to the Assured and not as heretofore

written All other terms and conditions remaining unchanged

Some months later the insured property was totally

destroyed and the plaintiff claimed the full amount insured

for from each company

The general rule as to the position of an assignee of fire

insurance policy is stated in Welford and Otter Barrys

Fire Insurance 3rd ed at 223

On the other hand as the assignee zerely takes the place of the

original assured he necessarily succeeds to the consequences of any act
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or omission by which the validity of the policy may have been affected 1946

before the assignment and he may therefore through no fault of his own
SPRINGFIELD

fail to recover rn the event of loss
FIRE AND

See also Couchs Cyclopedia of Insurance vol IE
The contention on behalf of the respondent here is that

the misrepresentation of the husband in the original
MAXIM

applications became irrelevant when the property passed EAGLE FIRE

to new owner that in such case the rights of the purchasers NEw Yo
of properties who were entirely innocent of the misrepre-

sentations and who were not parties to same would be put -_
in most unfair and improper position

Hudson

It is true that the misrepresentation was made by Efrim

Maxim not by his wife but Efrim Maxim represented his

wife in getting the approval of the company to the transfer

She was responsible for his acts as her agent Welford and

Otter Barrys Fire Insurance 152
Where the policy is effected through the medium of an agent of the

assured such as for example an insurance broker the duty as to dis

closure applies as fully as in the case where the assured effects the policy

himself If therefore the agent fails to perform this duty and is guilty

of concealing or misrepresenting material fact his concealment or

misrepresentation is to be imputed to his principal and any policy

effected through him will be void

Moreover the moral risk involved remained The husband

always carried on the business of operating the mill in

question not only before but after the transfer to the wife

It was flour mill and not the sort of business which

woman would be likely to operate The position was stated

by her as follows

Have you ever carried on business as flourmiller yourself

Myself

Yes have you ever done that business Did you ever learn to

mill flour

didnt learn How could woman learn to mill flour

Since you went to Smoky Lake in 1936 Mr Maxim has always

looked after the flour milling business

Yes

But he was the man who really ran the business

Yes

And he still ran the business after he transferred the property

to you
Yes

And again
After you got the transfer of the flour mill did you keep the

books or did Mr Maxim
Well the books it was his work
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1946 That was his work
A.Yth

SPRINGFIELD

FIRE AND And he would reoerte the money from the farmers when they

MARINE paid it

INSURANCE Yes

He would be the one who really ran the business there

MAXLM Yes

EAGLE FIRE Again
Co OF The truth is you were worried about this money that Mr Maxim

NEw YQR
had in the Prairie Rose Company isnt that right

MAXIM guess so think so

And you wanted to have the flour mill in your name so that it

Hudson would be safe in case anybody made claims ngainst Mr Maxim isnt

that right

Yes it was part of it

Did you ever go and see Mr Romaniuk yourself

No
You did not have any talk with him about insurance

No

Chief Justice Harvey expressed his views in the following

language
The important words of these endorsements are in the last clause

All other terms and conditions remaining the same Condition is one

of the conditions which still applies but it must be adapted to the new

contract which is one between Mrs Millie Maxim and the company

instead of one between Efrim Maxim and the company and condition is

concerned only with representation made by the person applying for

insurance Certainly Efrim Maxim did not apply for this insurance which

is for the benefit and protection of his wile other than as agent for her

She was the principal making the application She acquires her rights

under this policy not by assignment but as the terms of new contract

as disclosed in the words of the endorsement All she received from

Efrim Maxim is the benefit of the consideration already paid to the

company for which presumably as in the usual case she has given him

consideration it then becomes consideration- from her to the company

Mr Justice Ford stated his reason as follows

There has been no formal assignment of the policy and the plaintiff

is not relying upon legal or equitable assignment thereof She is the

insured and in my opinion her rights are to be determined as those of

any applicant who has obtained insurance without formal application

therefor Whatever duty she had to disclose or not to conceal such

circumstance material to the riskas is relied upon by the respondents such

disclosure is relative only to new con-tract made with her

There was no consideration for the change in the name

of the insured It was made at the request of her agent

who was the person guilty of the original misrepresentation

by which the insurance was secured This agent was then

and remained in control of the insured property There

was no change in the moral risk
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In Welford on Fire Insurance 3rd ed at 223 it is 1946

stated SPRINGFIELD

FmE ANDOn the other hand as the assignee merely takes the place of the MARINE
original assured he necessarily succeeds to the consequences of any act INSURANCE
or omission by which the validity of the policy may have been affected Co
before the assignment and he may therefore through no fault of his

own fail to recover in the event of loss

The insurers do not by the mere fact of giving their consent to the EAGLE FIRE

assignment preclude themselves from afterwards asserting that the policy NEW YORK
had already been avoided at the date of the assignment The form of

their consent and the circumstances in which it was given may however MAXIM
amount to new contract and therefore place the assignee in better

position than the original assured
Hudson

This statement in Welford is amply borne out by the

authorities

The contract of fire insurance required throughout its

existence the utmost good faith on the part of both the

insurer and the insured

The defendants in their several defences set up that the

plaintiff acquired no rights under the policy because it

was null and void ab initio by reason of the misrepresenta

tions and non disclosures of the husband It was the

plaintiff in her evidence who proved the agency of her

husband in securing the consent to the transfer to her name
The consequence of such agency in my opinion follows

as matter of law Under these circumstances the plaintiff

acquired no rights under the policy

would therefore allow the appeal and restore the

judgment at the trial with costs

The judgment of Kerwin and Estey J.J was delivered by

KERWIN -The respondent Millie Maxim brought an

action against Springfield Fire and Marine Insurance Com
pany on policy of fire insurance for loss suffered by the

destruction by fire of flour mill and equipment in the

village of Smoky Lake in the province of Alberta She

also brought an action against the Eagle Fire Company
of New York on policy of fire insurance for the same loss

An order was made consolidating the trials of the two

actions which came on before Mr Justice Ewing who

dismissed the actions Upon appeal the Appellate

W.W.R 209
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1946 Division of the Supreme Court of Alberta gave judg

SPRINGFIELD ment for the respondent and the two insurance companies
RE AND now appeal

INSANCE The our mill and equipment were at one time owned by

Efrim Maxim the husband of the respondent and on
MAXIM May 18 1942 he applied in writing for $2500 insurance

EAGLE Fins The application was directed to different company but

NEW YORK nothing turns on this as it was accepted and policy no

MAXIM
12872 issued by the appellant Springfield Fire and Marine

Insurance Company On June 11 1942 Maxim applied

Kerwin in writing for $2000 insurance on the same property and

again while the application was directed to different

company it was accepted and policy no 15741 issued by

the Eagle Fire Company of New York In each application

was question Have you ever had fire to which

the applicant answered No Each policy was for the

term of one year and in 1943 on May 18 and June 11

respectively each of the companies issued to Efrim Maxim

new policy for the corresponding amount covering the

mill and equipment

In July 1943 Efrim Maxim transferred and conveyed

all his estate and interest in the property to his wife the

present respondent and certificate of title was issued to

her on July 21 In August of the same year Efrim Maxim

notified the local agent of the appellants of the transfer

and that his wife wanted the insurance in her name and

on the 16th of that month each appellant issued and

delivered to the respondent an endorsement to the policy

issued by it The Springfield endorsement reads as

follows
Notice received and accepted that the title to the within described

property now stands in the name of Mrs Millie Maxim and this policy is

held to cover in her name only

All other terms and conditions remaining unchanged

The Eagle endorsement is in the following words
Notice is hereby received and accepted that the property insured

under the within policy now stands in the name of Mrs Millie Maxim

and this policy shall in future read and cover in the name of Mrs Millie

Maxim with loss if any payable to the assured and not as heretofore

written

All other terms and conditions remaining unohanged

On February 24 1944 the property insured was totally

destroyed by fire

W.W.R 705
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Mr Justice Ewing found that the answers to the 1946

questions in the original applications quoted above were SPRINGFIELD

false to Efrim Maxims knowledge because while carrying

on business at Bellis Alberta he had sustained two fire INsuRANcE

losses prior to the applications one in 1931 and the other

in 1936 and that these were material circumstances to be MAXIM

made known to the insurers in order to enable them to EAGLE Fres

judge the risk to be undertaken within the meaning of NEW YORx

Alberta Statutory Condition No
Misrepresentation If any person applying for insurance falsely

MAXIM

describes the property to the prejudice of the insurer or misrepresents or Kerwin

fraudulently omits to communicate any circumstances which is material

to be made known to the insurer in order to enable it to -judge of the

risk to be undertaken the contract shall be void as to the property in

respect of which the misrepresentation or omission is made

It was only after the fire in February 1944 that the com
panies learned of the previous fire losses

The trial judge treated the policies issued in 1943 as

mere renewals of the 1942 originals and held that it was
settled law that renewal is made on the faith of the

truth of the original representations As to the endorse

ments he held they constituted new contracts entered into

between the respondent and the insurers but that they

were based upon the terms of the then existing policies

The Appellate Division did not disturb the finding that

the answers of Efrim Maxim were false and that the prior

fire losses were material circumstances to be made known

to the companies No attack was or very well could be
made upon it The Appellate Division did not deal with

the contention that the new policies of May and June

1943 must be taken to be issued on the strength of the

original representations but while counsel for the respond
ent raised the point before us there is no doubt that the

trial judge was correct Sun Insurance Office Roy
The Appellate Division however held that the respondent

was not an assignee but that in the circumstances she had

entered into new contract with each company Under

The Alberta Insurance Act an application for such policies

as are before us need not be in writing

The Chief Justice of Alberta held that even assuming

Statutory Condition avoided the contracts with Efrim

Maxim there was new and valid contract effected with

S.C.R

775283
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1946 his wife under which she has valid claim Ford stated

SPBINOFLD that there had been no formal assignment of the policy

and that the respondents rights were to be determined as

INSURANcE those of any other applicant who had obtained insurance

without formal application therefor The new contracts

MAXIM he continued were based upon the terms of the existing

EAGLE FE policies in accordance with the terms of the companies

NEW YORK consents All other terms and conditions remaining un

changed but with the limitation that only those terms

thereof were continued as were applicable to the new
Kerwm contracts think he says

it entirely repugnant to the concept of the new contract which arises to

say that it is to be avoided by reason of misrepresentation the materiality

of which can have relation only to the moral risk relative to someone

other than the person who has been accepted by the insurer as the person

assured The question of whether an applicant for fire insurance has had

other fires is so personal to the individual applicant that its materiality

is relevant only to him

Mr Justice Macdonald agreed with the Chief Justice and

Ford

Mr Steer argued that the respondent was mere assignee

who took nothing because by Statutory Condition the

policies were avoided If could agree with his premise

the result predicated would think follow but bearing in

mind the manner in which the companies local agent was

apprised of the respondents wish and that the evidence of

representatives of the companies makes it abundantly clear

that they had no objection to the respondent as an insured

agree with the view of the members of the Appellate

Division that new contracts were entered into between the

companies and the respondent It is admitted she is

purchaser for value and the results in the commercial world

would be serious indeed if in the ordinary course of business

it were not possible for purchaser of insured property

to enter into new contract without being bound by all

representations that had been made to the insurer by his

predecessor in title

In North British and Mercantile Insurance Company

Tourville relied upon by the appellants it appears

from the printed case filed on the appeal that no question

of new contract could arise as the assignment to Tourvifie

was made after the fire which would give rise to claim

1896 25 Can S.C.R 177
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had occurred Even as to assignments of policies as dis- 1946

tinguished from assignments of the proceeds the latter SPRI IFLD

part of the discussion in Welford and Otter-Barry on the

Law Relating to Fire Insurance 3rd edition also relied INRANC
upon by the appellants and quoted by the trial judge shows

pp 223-4 that while an assignee merely takes the place
MAXIM

of the original assured EAOLE Fiat

The form of their the insurers consent and the circumstances in which NEW YORE

it was given may however amount to new contract and therefore place

the assignee in better position than the original assured MAXIM

An example of new contract between the original assured
IC

and his insurer may be found in the decision of the Ontario

Court of Appeal in Mechanic General Accident Assurance

Co Ltd

It is argued that in the present case there was no con

sideration moving from the respondent to the appellants

but as stated by Ford that may be found in the retention

by the appellants of the unexpired portion of the premiums

paid by Elfrim Maxim and the obligations imposed upon
the respondent by virtue of the applicable statutory con

ditionssuch for instance as under Statutory Condition

No 11
Salvage

11 After any loss or damage to insured property it shall be the

duty of the insured when and as soon as practicable to secure the insured

property from further damage and to separate as far as reasonably may
be the damaged from the undamaged property and to notify the insurer

of the separation

It was then contended that even if there were new

contracts one of the terms on which the companies entered

into them was as expressed in each endorsement of August

16 1943 all other terms and conditions remaining un
changed agree with Ford that that must be taken

to refer to such terms as are applicable to the new contracts

and that for the reasons given by him in the extract from

his judgment previously quoted the answers to the ques

tions as to previous fires by her husband do not constitute

an applicable term

An additional reason for allowing the appeal was given

by Chief Justice Harvey namely that Statutory Condition

did not avoid the policy even if El rim Maxim had

1924 26 OWN 185

775283k
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1946 remained the insured because of the words as to the

SPRINGFIELD property in respect of which the misrepresentation or omis
FIREAND
MARINE sion is made and the representations had been made with

INSRANCE reference to other property Like Mr Justice Ford and

Mr Justice Macdonald am not prepared to agree with
MAXIM

that interpretation but what has been said is sufficient to

EAGLE FIRE

Co OF dispose of the appeal which should be dismissed with costs

NEW YoRK

MAXIM RAND This appeal raised question of importance

Kerwin
in the law of fire insurance The respondent claims under

two policies which were originally issued to her husband

During their currency the property consisting of mill

was conveyed to her and the case is before us on the basis

that she is the bona fide owner of it There was no formal

assignment executed but the policies were taken to the

local agent with the request that as the property had

been transferred the insurance -be placed in the name of

the wife Thereafter an endorsement was affixed to the

policies in the one case in this form

Notice is hereby received and accepted that the property insured under

the within policy now stands in the name of Mrs Millie Maxim and this

policy shall in future read and cover in the name of Mrs Millie Maxim

with loss if any payable to the assured and not as heretofore written

All otiher terms and conditions remaining unchanged

And in the other

Notice received and accepted that the title to the within described

property now stands in the name of Mrs Millie Maxim and this policy

is held to cover in her name only

All other terms and conditions remaining unchanged

The policies had been issued following the expiration of

preceding policies to which they referred and in the

application for which there had been material mis

representation In the reply to the question

Have you ever had fire If so give particulars and name of company

which insured the property destroyed at the time

the husband had in each case answered No The applica

tions were made in May 1942 but in 1931 and in 1936

he had had two fires on both of which he had recovered

insurance The trial judge on conflicting evidence found

that the answer was knowingly false
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The first statutory condition of the Insurance Act of 1946

Alberta deals with misrepresentation in these words SPRINGFIELD

If any person applying for insurance falsely describes the property FE AND

to the prejudice of the insurer or misrepresents or fraudulently omits to

communicate any circumstance which is material to be made known to Co
the insurer in order to enable it to judge of the risk to be undertaken

the contract shall be void as to the property in respect of which the MAXIM

misrepresentation or omission is made
EAGLE FIRE

The answers made come clearly within this condition and NEW YOE
as against the husband there can be no question that they

MAXIM
furnish complete defence to an action

The Appellate Division reversing the judgment at trial

has found however that the effect of the request made

by the wife and the endorsements on the policies was to

create two new contracts of insurance running direct to

the wife as then owner of the property and that the mis

representation had no applicatoin to them

Mr Steer in his admirable argument contended that

the transaction was an assignment within the terms of

statutory condition which reads as follows

Unless permission is given by the policy or endorsed thereon the

insurer shall not be liable for loss or damage occurring

Change of Interezt

after the interest of the insured in the subject matter of the

insurance is assigned but this condition is not to apply to an

authorized assignment under The Bankruptcy Act or to change

of title by succession by operation of law or by death

Because of the misrepresentation the policy was in fact

void and as an assignee whether his interest is equitable

or legal simply steps into the shoes of his assignor there

was effected no contract of indemnity with the wife

think it necessary to have clearly in mind just what is

entailed in the so-called assignment of such contract

An assignment from the earliest times has related to the

transfer of an interest in property corporeal or incorporeal

In the latter case it has been used with reference to debts

in which there existed in substance only an absolute obliga

tion to pay money the personality of the creditor was

not material element Admittedly in such cases there

was transfer of beneficial interest but the only legal

creation was an irrevocable power of attorney to the assignee

to bring action in the name of the assignor the legal

structure of the chose was not changed In equity the
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1946
assignee was looked upon as the owner of it and was

SPRINGFIELD entitled to enforce his right there by bringing both the

debtor and the assignor before the court Later the fudi

INSURANCE cature Act in the case of an assignment in writing followed

by notice in writing to the debtor substituted the assignee
MAXIM

for the assignor as the legal party to the chose and so

EAGLE Fxa enabled the assignee to bring action at law in his own

NEW YORK name but subject to all the defences that might then

have been raised against the assignorMAXrM

RdJ In the contract of fire insurance we have an entirely

different relation It is now beyond controversy that it is

personal contract of indemnity against loss or damage
to the interest of the insured in specified property It is

insurance against certain risks and among them what

is called the moral risk of the insured It is limited also

to the interest of the insured in the subject matter To say

of such reciprocal relationship that the insured could by

his own act substitute new party to the contract and

thereby change the moral risk and the interest in the subject

matter insured is to misconceive the nature of the contract

It is perhaps unnecessary to remark that this form of

transfer is wholly different from that of mere right to

receive moneys that may become payable there the

contract in its insurance aspects remains untouched

The essential difference between the two is indicated

by the fact that ordinary assignment is matter between

assignor and assignee solely but admittedly and here by

express terms in such insurance it is condition that there

be assent by the company And the reason is obvious

after transfer of interest in the subject matter the insured

cannot recover because he suffers no loss and the assignee

because he is not insured The effect of that assent is in

some form to substitute the assignee as the person insured

in relation to his newly created interest in the subject

matter The transaction involves also reapplication of

terms For instance the provisions relating to the insured

necessarily apply to the substituted party In this case

assuming the policies to have been valid the husband as

the insured although barred by his own act of incendiarism

could have recovered on fire set by his wife but after

assignment could it be seriously questioned that the wife
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although barred by her own act would not be barred by 1946

that of her husband The entire group of relations under- SPRINOFIRLD

goes readjustment and what emerges is completely new

contract INSURAIWE
Co

MAXIM

EAGLE FIRE

Co.oF
NEW Yoaz

MAXIM

Rand

Now it is possible that should agree to indemnify

as trustee for in respect of the interest of in the subject

matter As in marine insurance might be series of

transferees of property and of the right to indemnify but

remains always the party to the contract and it is con

templated both that the property may be so transferred

and the insurance pass without reference to the insurer

In such case obviously the terms made with not only

should but are intended to be the basis of the indemnity

to the successive cestuis que trust But here there is no

such form or contemplation such transfer would render

the policies inoperative and by the terms of the consent

to the transfer and on the evidence it is unquestionable

that there was complete substitution of insured party

interest and risk under the policies which terminated the

relation of the husband to them

It was argued that there was in fact no assignment but

wholly original contract with the respondent but that

view appears untenable The existing contract including

the consideration the premium was the basis for the

substituted arrangement and from that as well as the mode

in which the transfer was made think it impossible to

treat the transaction as being other than the ordinary

assignment which follows change in ownership of the

subject matter

Mr Steer contended that there was no consideration for

such contract and that all that was changed was in

effect the party to whom the loss might become payable

But apart from the necessary modifications in person and

risk mentioned this view overlooks the fact that in the

circumstances the wife became the equitable owner of

whatever rights or powers under the policies might be

available in renegotiation of insurance When she

presented the policies to the agent it was on the terms

that the obligation to her husband be released and
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1946 novation made to herself This release given by her was

SPRINGFIaLD sufficient to satisfy any requirement that consideration

move from the promisee

INSANCE The termination of insurance and the refunding of

unearned premium are covered by condition 10 which
MAXIM

is as follows
EAGLE FIRE

Co 10 The insurance may be terminated

NEW Yoax subject to the provisions of condition by the insurer giving to

the insured at any time fifteen days notice of cancellation by
MAXIM

registered mail or five days notice of cancellation personally

Rand delivered and if the insurance is on the cash plan refunding

the excess of premium actually paid by the insured beyond the

pro rata premium for the expired time

if on the cash plan by the insured giving notice of termination

to the insurer in which case the insurer shall upon surrender of

this policy refund the excess of premium actually paid by the

insured beyond the customary short rate for the expired time

Notwithstanding the misrepresentation at the time of the

assignment the assignee and the company in fact assumed

the policies to be in force and that notice under this

condition could be given The discharge of that

apparent right to refund by the superseding agreement

would likewise furnish sufficient consideration from the

wife for the new promise

But although new contract based on the assumption

in fact that the existing policies were in force was entered

into with the assignee the question still remains what

were its terms and conditions In particular was it made

on the basis of the original application and did the first

statutory condition apply so as to constitute the misrepre

sentation fundamental defect The argument is that

that application is the foundation for not only the assign

ment but any and every policy of insurance issued there

after by way of renewal The consequence of that view

would be as Mr Steer frankly conceded that an innocent

purchaser could continue the payment of insurance

premiums for any number of years and in the event of fire

find himself at the mercy of misrepresentation by his pre

decessor in title about which he knew nothing and which

might be irrelevant to the actual risk of the new contract

think the simple procedure of assignment furnishes the

answer to that contention The request for approval of an
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assignment is in effect an application for new contract of 1946

insurance The company may require any information SPRINGFIELD

considered necessary or desirable before giving consent It

could insist upon an application de novo But if it does INs ANCF

not see fit to do that apart from the question of estoppel

on the fact that in reliance on the approval the assignee
MAXIM

ordinarily can be said to have abstained from taking out EAGLE FIRE

new insurance the company must be deemed to have been NEW YORK

content to deal with the assignee on the footing of his own
MAXIM

representations alone

The interpretation of the precise language of the
RandJ

condition leads really to the same result If any person

applying for insurance must refer to the assignee because

it is insurance of the assignee that is constituted by the

new contract The assignee becomes the insured and the

terms and conditions become applicable to him accordingly

The only real difference between the taking of new policy

and that of following the procedure of assignment is that

the contract with the unearned premium runs for the

balance of the old term rather than with new premium

for new term With such an alternative at hand it would

be intolerable that the company should be able to raise such

misrepresentation against the assignee

On the basis of the foregoing grounds the appeal must

be dismissed with costs

Appeal dismissed with costs

Solicitors for the appellants Mimer Steer Dyde Poirier

Martland Bowker

Solicitors for the respondent Jackson McDonald


